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< p > for a public Sneakerheads, Nike HTM don't note series has been so branch rush of the shoes, assembled 3 for the world's top
class designers: respectively is on behalf of "H" Japanese tide Godfather Hiroshi Fujiwara Hiroshi Fujiwara, on behalf of the "t" Nike
odd designer Tinker Hatfield and representatives of the "m" incumbent Nike Company President and chief executive officer Mark
Parker. In this series, both in the industry and the trend of the community have been fully affirmed. After the first quarter of 2016, Kobe
X Elite Low HTM, a HTM is not what note!? At the launch, let's look back at the 15 years of the classic design. Teng Yuan Hao
(Fujiwara Hiroshi) < p > in Harajuku trend culture masters Hiroshi Fujiwara, as Nike a joint project of the regulars from the millennium,
from the beginning of 2001 first Nike concept Japan CO.JP, has been to Fragmentdesign joint planning and HTM series, has a
magic touch, by his hand designed shoes, no hot to grab the item as. Tinker Hatfield< p > since 1980s joined Nike as the creative
director of product design department, air max 1, air jordan 11 classic shoes are from his handwriting. Still works constantly, is one of
the soul of Nike. Mark ParkerMark joined Nike in 1979, witnessed the brand innovation technology innovation, Nike Free and Nike
Flyknit are led in his research from Max to Air. In 2006 officially became president and CEO of Nike. The of this cooperation project
since the beginning of 2002, with "innovation, re interpretation of the existing design, leading the brand innovation" as the purpose.
Htm also don't to Nike's other cooperation, for the development of HTM shoes, the brand will not give their specific conditions, even
no budget constraints, in other words, is to have 3 big interest dominated, many limited edition shoes are born in 3 people went to the
restaurant for dinner chat. "" field trials of innovation< p > in a certain extent Nike give 3 great degree of freedom, in order to make
the HTM series brand has become a full experimental nature of the "field trials", by Hiroshi Fujiwara presided over style design
direction, >
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